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The Secure and Fair Elections (SAFE) workshop bridges theory and practice on a fundamental element of the electoral process: electoral security. Security is an essential part of the electoral process; at best, it supports the credibility and overall success of an election, and at worst it can discredit elections and make them meaningless.

The basic definition of “security” is the state of being free from danger or threat. Security is more than the absence of physical threat or an armed conflict; it is an environment where individuals can thrive and exercise their rights freely. It requires access to education and health care, democracy and human rights, and economic development. It is a state where citizens’ rights are enforced and citizens are treated fairly by state institutions.¹

Security means different things to different people and institutions. Governments often focus on what makes the state secure—strong borders, a powerful military—but most people focus on day-to-day security for themselves and their families.² In practical terms, election security can be defined as the process of protecting electoral stakeholders, information, facilities, and events.³ Security is a crucial condition in the context of elections; it assists in establishing an enabling environment that is conducive to holding a democratic poll.

This workshop intends to contribute to a holistic understanding of electoral security. The workshop material presents international experience and lessons

---


² Idem.

learned, along with phenomena such as social media, two-way communications, technology mapping, and the latest academic methodologies to analyse the integrity of (and threats to) electoral processes.

The materials have been developed by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA) and the Electoral Integrity Project (EIP), 4 with contributions from highly experienced field experts on elections, security, media and technology. The content of the workshop is designed to benefit electoral practitioners, electoral management bodies’ (EMBs) personnel, members of security forces as well as civil society, the media and other stakeholders in the electoral process.

SAFE is intended to be a living resource in which the modules can be combined for various workshops based on thematic needs. It can be implemented in either a regional or national setting.

SAFE at the regional level intends to bring together electoral administrators, security personnel, and other stakeholders to raise awareness about electoral security and bring together international experiences, comparative models from around the world, best practices, the latest information and communications technology (ICT) developments and cutting-edge technology trends.

The national-level workshop is designed to gather members of electoral administrations, security personnel, civil society, political parties, and the media to share knowledge and raise awareness of electoral security and international experience. An additional element is familiarizing participants with using risk assessment tools, building an electoral security plan and the interaction between security forces, media and civil society. The workshop introduces national stakeholders to international experiences and comparative models from around the world.

Since every election has different priorities and needs, each implementation of the workshop can tailor the modules and training sessions to the local context. The SAFE curriculum is flexible enough to adapt to different national and regional scenarios.

UNDP Asia Pacific and International IDEA welcome any questions or feedback on the content of the SAFE curriculum.

---

4 The EIP is an independent research project based at the University of Sydney and Harvard University, under the direction of Professor Pippa Norris.
The SAFE curriculum is composed of fourteen theoretical modules and nine practical sessions:

- **Theoretical modules** introduce the concepts and foster debate in the audience.
- **Practical sessions** combine exercises and group work based on the theoretical modules. They also include group presentations of challenges faced in previous elections in order to encourage discussion about concrete and applicable solutions.

The information provided for each module includes learning objectives, suggested length, key issues to cover and a detailed outline with recommended resources.

The implementation of SAFE starts with a thorough assessment to determine the profile of the participants, the area’s electoral and security challenges, needs, and the role of other stakeholders such as civil society and the media in order to design the workshop in a way that addresses the main issues facing the upcoming electoral cycle in each country or region.

It does not try to be the last word on electoral security, but rather to present the latest developments in key areas.
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<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
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Theoretical Modules
# Module 1: Electoral security within the electoral process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>This module functions as an introduction to the workshop. It introduces the broader political context of what electoral processes are, what they are trying to achieve and how they can be manipulated for political ends.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key subtopics</td>
<td>Key subtopics of this module are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Foundations: four key human rights instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Security conceived as condition/state of affairs or as a form of action/intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Role and purpose of the electoral process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Defining electoral efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Forms of manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Context in which elections are conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Classification by position of an election in a country’s democratic development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Classification by what is being voted for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Classification according to the broader political/constitutional environment in which electoral processes are embedded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fundamental characteristics of typically insecure elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies</td>
<td>• Namibia’s independence election of 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• East Timor’s popular consultation of 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested length</td>
<td>90 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Methodological remarks

The session introduces the participants to the broader political context of elections. It involves interactive discussions with participants to understand their views and illustrate EMBs’ limitations when working in insecure environments.

It examines issues of electoral integrity alongside EMB and political legitimacy in order to provide participants with a lens outside their normal institutional frame with which to understand the role of elections in a country’s democratic and political cycles.

## Module outline

The module presents four of the key post-WWII human rights instruments that bear critically on the role of elections, and on the political rights associated with them:

- Articles 2 and 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
- Articles 2(1) and 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
• Article 7 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; and
• Articles 1, 2 and 3 of the Convention on the Political Rights of Women.

Examine electoral security as having two fundamental (but distinct) dimensions:

1. **Personal security**: ensuring the physical safety, and the safety of the property, of all stakeholders in the process, including voters, candidates, political party activists and officials, members of civil society involved in campaigning and electoral officials; and

2. Ensuring the **security and integrity of the electoral process**, for example by taking steps to prevent interference with ballot materials, or with the polling, counting and results compilation.

Present the **role and purpose of electoral processes**. Discuss that if an election is to be secured, there should be a clear understanding of the purpose it is expected to serve in a particular country context, and of the standards that need to be met in order for that purpose to be fulfilled. These will vary according to the nature of the operation under consideration, for example a referendum or recall.

From a democratic perspective, elections may have a range of different objectives, including:

• consolidating a transition from conflict to peace;
• empowering citizens by enabling them to exercise a peaceful democratic choice (rather than change achieved through revolution or violence in a non-democratic context);
• conferring power and legitimacy on elected institutions, regimes, political parties, leaders and representatives;
• enforcing the accountability of those who have occupied positions of power;
• identifying members of a representative body or legislature;
• indicating the extent of public support for various political players, often as a prelude to elite-level negotiations on government formation;
• providing a focal point for the periodic contestation of political ideas, and for activism in support of social change; and
• building a sense of civic ritual, especially by exemplifying mechanisms for peaceful political action and change.

Present the concept of **electoral efficacy**. Planning for a safe and secure electoral process can be grounded on particular qualities and ideals, which are most commonly expressed through the widely used concept of ‘free and fair’ elections with the following requirements:

• The election is administered impartially, and there are opportunities for complaints about the process to be lodged and dealt with in an even-handed and transparent way.
• People qualified to vote, and only people so qualified, are able to do so.
• They can vote in an open and neutral political environment in which contending views can be safely expressed in an election campaign.
• Votes are not bought and sold.
• Voters can cast a secret ballot without fear of any adverse consequences.
• Everyone votes only once.
• Voters understand the nature and significance of the act of voting.
• Votes are counted and tabulated accurately, without any fraudulent interference.

Present how these requirements seek to express—in an operational form—a number of transcendent norms, such as universality and equality. They represent a minimal statement of conditions that need to be in place to guarantee a genuine election.

Emphasize that ‘spoilers’, or election losers, will sometimes want to actively seek a pretext to reject election results.

Flag **forms of manipulation** and electoral fraud that provide a taxonomy for a useful framework for understanding and anticipating forms of manipulation. The module presents four main categories: voter manipulation, franchise manipulation, results manipulation and manipulation of political sphere.

Discuss the **context in which elections are conducted** and the vast scope for variation in the challenges of each unique electoral process, and how this can be illuminated by attempting to classify electoral processes from a number of different perspectives. Two underlying factors in all of these classifications are:

1. The amount of power and influence that will accrue to winners (and of which losers will be deprived) and the consequent incentives to manipulate.

2. The extent to which historical, institutional and cultural factors may lead political players and the populace to prioritize supporting the process, rather than a particular outcome.

Discuss the **classification by position of an election in a country’s democratic development** and how the different types of electoral process give rise to distinctive challenges:

- independence referendums;
- first or ‘founding’ elections;
- second and subsequent elections;
- elections reverting to multiparty contestation after a period of national unity government; and
- equilibrium elections.

Present a **classification by what is being voted for** and how voting for the following offices may give rise to substantially different challenges:

- executive president;
- non-executive/ceremonial president;
- national parliament
- subnational/local elections; and
- referendums/recall.
Present a classification according to the broader political/constitutional environment in which electoral processes are embedded. Highlight the following factors that can significantly influence the security challenges:

- presence of spoilers who are opposed to the entire electoral process;
- post-conflict;
- weak governmental institutions;
- international presence, interest and engagement, or absence;
- divided societies;
- lack of congruence between electoral and societal values; and
- out-of-country voting.

Discuss the fundamental characteristics of typically insecure elections, in which security may be a significant issue, especially in post-conflict or developing country situations:

- Elections may determine the long-term political evolution, rather than the short-term government, of a country.
- Political players may have only a shallow commitment to democratic processes.
- There may be a risk that well-armed groups will reject a result.
- Political parties may be based on individuals, tribes or groups of combatants, rather than shared philosophies.
- There may be no credible and independent law enforcement organization and/or judiciary to deal with election-related transgressions and disputes.
- State resources, and especially state-controlled media, may be deployed for the benefit of incumbents.
- There may be no established or credible EMB.
- Concepts of citizenship, nationality or residence may be ill defined.
- There may be a significant refugee/expatriate population in neighbouring countries demanding the opportunity to vote.
- The broad structures of the state may be in decay.
- There may be only a rudimentary infrastructure for transport, procurement, communications, banking, etc.
- Women and members of minority groups may face particular obstacles in the exercise of their electoral rights.
- The electorate may be poorly educated and/or illiterate.
- Political campaigning is likely to take place face to face.
- There may be a tradition of electoral fraud.
- Resources to run the election are likely to be either over-abundant (if the international community is heavily engaged) or scarce (if it is not).

Suggest that threats to security can be analysed by looking at the context, identifying stakeholders, and seeking to understand their motives, means and opportunities. Consider that sustainable security ultimately requires not just force but a workable justice system within which their activities can be embedded.
Recommended resources


## Module 2: Global integrity of EMBs

### Learning objectives
- To outline the state of the art research in the study of EMB effectiveness, democracy and electoral integrity
- To provide an overview of the major sources of information that domestic and international actors reach for when evaluating elections within and across countries

### Key subtopics

Key subtopics of this module are:

- **Sources of information**
- **Individual level**
  - Media coverage
  - Public opinion surveys
- **Domestic level**
  - EMB
  - Domestic media
  - Non-governmental organizations
- **International level**
  - International media
  - International organizations
  - Electoral forensics
  - Academic data collection efforts
- **Empirical trends**
  - Individual level
  - Domestic level
  - International level

### Case study
Russia’s 2011 legislative election

### Suggested length
90 min.

### Methodological remarks

After the normative and theoretical motivations for national elections outlined in the first module, this session will turn to the means by which elections can be and are examined by domestic and international actors. It will illustrate the different ways an EMB can build its integrity to ensure that its performance is not used as a trigger to destabilize the electoral process. It presents new research on attitudes toward EMBs and their integrity, and discusses how results management systems, electronic voting machines, and other measures can either enhance or distract from a EMBs performance.
This module begins to answer these questions by presenting the various means by which elections are evaluated, and categorizes evaluation methods according to the three levels of information they rely on. It outlines the myriad ways of how electoral processes can be judged, including voters’ perceptions, experts’ judgments, media coverage and international monitors’ reports.

Module outline

Discuss the existence of a large number of sources of information with which to evaluate electoral processes’ quality and EMB effectiveness. They can be grouped into three general levels:

1. **Individual level**: present how individual voters’ opinions sit at the centre of *individual-level* measures of electoral integrity. These can be aggregated to other levels and can be measured using different sources, including non-systematic media coverage and public opinion surveys using a nationally or locally representative sample of citizens. Discuss how opinions that appear in *media coverage* can be biased and unrepresentative in a number of ways, but have the benefit of being timely and can sometimes provide concise and memorable summaries of the problems or opportunities during the electoral process. Present how *public opinion surveys* take a more systematic approach and can be conducted by both domestic and international actors.

2. **Domestic level**: flag how this level of information can come from three general areas—the EMB itself, the media, and domestic observers and other interested organizations. EMBs vary widely in their efforts at transparency regarding their activities. Stress how the *domestic media* also provide information about election quality and EMB performance. They might also be systematically targeted for repression by autocratic governments. Point out that the third type of domestic information comes from domestic *non-governmental organizations* (NGOs), some of which provide crowd-sourced information and monitoring that overlaps with another module.

3. **International level**: exhibit four general types of information regarding EMB performance and electoral integrity—the international media, international monitoring organizations and their reports, research that uses statistical tools of forensics to determine whether vote counts are manipulated, and expert surveys and other academic research and data collection efforts. Discuss the *international media’s* characteristics and point out that *international organizations* also gather and disseminate relevant information including election-monitoring organizations.

Discuss the field of *electoral forensics*, which involves mathematically determining whether the votes candidates or parties receive are distributed as if by chance or by human interference—i.e., whether certain numbers are systematically overrepresented.
Debate the academic data collection efforts that include indices of democracy and autocracy and provide a heuristic snapshot of where countries or elections sit relative to how they did in the past or compared to other countries.

Present expert surveys that deal with the difficulties of measurement and observational equivalence by asking academics, policymakers or businesspersons with demonstrated experience in a particular area to make judgments about specific, hard-to-measure de facto observance of laws or practices.

Analyse empirical trends in electoral practice, mispractice and malpractice across countries:

- **Electoral practice** constitutes a process that follows international and domestic norms (as described in the previous module).
- **Electoral mispractice** signifies events and actions that are attributable mainly to institutional shortcomings, lack of capacity and mistakes.
- **Electoral malpractice** denotes the active manipulation or exploitation of electoral institutions and processes with the intent to influence the result.

Briefly overview several indicative studies and reports related to different forms of information:

- **Individual level**: survey data has been used to gauge a wide variety of details regarding the electoral process using overall measures of election integrity.
- **Domestic level**: there are an increasing number of sources available with which to assess electoral processes.
- **International level**: observer mission final reports represent the traditional source of international information about election results.

Recommended resources


17. Rundlett, Ashlea and Svolik, Milan W., ‘Deliver the Vote! Micromotives and Macrobehavior in Electoral Fraud’, Working paper, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2014


Module 3: Security considerations in the different electoral phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>To distinguish between the main security threats and possible prevention and mitigation options during different electoral phases.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key subtopics</td>
<td>Key subtopics of this module are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Electoral security considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Electoral phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Electoral actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Motives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Type of violence (harm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Electoral risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Electoral security throughout the electoral cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Prevention and mitigation of electoral violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Legal and institutional electoral framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Planning and preparation for the implementation of electoral activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Training and education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Registration of voters, political parties and election observers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Electoral campaigning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Voting operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Election results announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The post-election phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested length</td>
<td>90 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methodological remarks

This module will highlight the main conceptual approaches to electoral security, including security concerns that need to be addressed during different phases of the electoral cycle.

Security is broadly defined as the state of being protected or safe from harm. By analogy, the electoral security concept relates to keeping electoral processes safe and protected from harm. Due to the dynamism and complexity of electoral processes and election-related violence, electoral security efforts need
to be tailored to address concerns relating to the specific electoral phases, the multiplicity of actors, and the motives and manifestations of threats.

Module outline

Discuss the different electoral phases and introducing the concept of the electoral cycle as the most common concept used to operationalize, analyse or visualize electoral processes: before, during and after elections. These periods can be further broken down into eight electoral phases:

1. legal and institutional electoral framework;
2. planning and preparation for the implementation of electoral activities;
3. training and education;
4. registration of voters, political parties and election observers;
5. electoral campaigning;
6. voting operations;
7. election results announcement; and
8. the post-election phase.

Present the electoral actors: citizens (in the capacity of registrants, voters, candidates and participants in campaigns); political parties; journalists and media; and electoral officials and bodies. Discuss the interplay between these actors, which takes different forms across the electoral cycle, might lead to violent conflicts.

Present motives of election-related violence may occur spontaneously and that separate cases of election-related violence can be been organized to influence electoral outcomes. The perpetrators’ position in, or towards, elections may help understand their incentives for resorting to violent tactics including: seeking electoral advantages, disrupting elections, and manipulating elections.

Discuss types of violence (harm) directed against electoral actors; events, materials and facilities constitute election-related violence, which is a sub-category of political violence. This violence can take the form of physical violence (killing, causing physical injuries, etc.) or psychological violence (threats, blackmail, coercion).

Present the electoral risk factors that could be internal: some aspects of electoral processes are challenged, poorly implemented or spoiled, this may create tensions, conflict, or the deterioration of the security situation through violence. Or external: are less dynamic and could be present throughout the whole electoral cycle, hence represent a latent threat to electoral processes.
Utilize the conceptual framework to discuss **electoral security throughout the electoral cycle** along with the **prevention and mitigation measures** in each of its phases:

- legal and institutional electoral framework
- planning and preparation for the implementation of electoral activities:
  - training and education;
  - registration of voters, political parties and election observers;
  - electoral campaigning;
  - voting operations;
  - election results announcement; and
  - the post-election phase.

**Recommended resources**


6. Alihodžić, Sead, ‘Building Resilience to Electoral Risks (Risks during the Campaign Phase and Electoral Risk Management)’, ACE Electoral Network Newsletter, May 2014


### Module 4: The role of security forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• To understand the role of security forces during the electoral cycle, including how security forces operate and coordinate with each other, EMBs and other stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• To inform stakeholders about the roles, responsibilities and conduct of security personnel during the electoral cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key subtopics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key subtopics of this module are:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Defining electoral security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Security forces and election security stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Electoral security: a safeguard for human rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Security forces, power and democracy: the controversy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• EMBs and security forces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The conduct of security forces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Roles and responsibilities of security forces throughout the electoral cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pre-election period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Legal framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Planning and implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Training and education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Voter registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Candidate registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Electoral campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Electoral period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Voting operations and election day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Verification of results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Post-election period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Planning command and control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Security plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Planning best practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Planning in partnership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Planning for possible scenarios</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Training staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Exercise the plans and processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Planning at all levels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command, control and communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Joint Operations Centre (JOC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command, control and deployment of multiple security actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Major incidents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Key subtopics

[cont.]

- Risk assessment
  - Contextual analysis
  - Operational and logistical information
  - Electoral security/violence related information
- Historical conflict
- Stakeholders analysis
- Monitoring of incidents of violence
- Code of conduct and training security forces
- Coordination and cooperation
  - International electoral assistance
  - International observation missions
  - Domestic civil society
    - Domestic observation
    - Opinion polls
    - Civic and voter education
- Media
- Political parties
- Paramilitary groups

### Case studies

- Costa Rica: the relationship between the EMB and security forces during elections
- Egypt: the role of security in election operations and the influence of public perception on the choice of security deployment
- Kyrgyzstan: the use of Election Violence Education and Resolution (EVER) Project
- Lebanon: the adoption of Lebanon Electoral Violence Risk Assessment (LEVRA) by the Ministry of Interior (MoI) and the deployment of multiple security agencies on election day
- Yemen: the role of security in logistics, political controversies about the role of the army and cascade training challenges
- Kenya: challenges in security management
- Nigeria: manipulation of security forces by incumbent government
- United Kingdom: additional deployment of police in areas identified as risky

### Suggested length

120 min.

### Methodological remarks

This module is designed to inform the wide spectrum of election stakeholders about the roles, responsibilities and conduct of security personnel during the electoral cycle. It tackles key aspects of election security, including how security forces operate and coordinate with each other, EMBs and other stakeholders (e.g., civil society, observers and media) during the electoral cycle.
Establish a clear, shared understanding of the division of responsibilities between election staff and security personnel, and the reporting lines and chain of command that coincide with those assigned responsibilities. Most importantly, point out the importance of ensuring that the presence, conduct and perception of security personnel is seen as a contributing factor to democratic, safe and fair elections.

Highlight security considerations that go beyond the direct responsibility of security forces and their operations. This holistic approach to election security includes legal, political and outreach activities that are performed by other actors including political parties, the media and legislative and civil society organizations (CSOs).

**Module outline**

Present the basic definition of ‘electoral security’ as the state of being free from danger or threat. Consider security as more than the absence of a physical threat or an armed conflict; it is an environment in which individuals can thrive and exercise their rights freely.

Provide different perspectives of security from governments, civil society and ordinary citizens.

Present modern definitions of the security sector relating to security forces and election security stakeholders such as the armed forces, security forces, state oversight and management bodies, CSOs, and justice and rule of law institutions.

Discuss how an election requires complex operations and the involvement of a wide pool of actors. Note that ‘security forces’ is used in this curriculum to refer to all statutory bodies with a capacity to use force, including the military, police, gendarmerie, intelligence services, border, coast and penitentiary guards, and other public security services. Define election security stakeholders as the wider constituents of the security sector and parties that contribute to mitigating a potential conflict including political leaders, traditional and religious leaders and paramilitary groups.

Present the relationship between elections, security and human rights. Elections are a mechanism that reflects the political voice and will of the people involved as articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Security is also a right with international and regional treaties protecting the right to security of the person, which includes protection from arbitrary arrest, detention, and exile.

Flag how the engagement of security forces in the electoral process entails the controversies of power, neutrality and civil control relating to the broader debate of democratic control of the armed forces. Discuss these as key themes in the civil-military relationship and the public perception of security forces. Present aspects of the misuse of power that might lead to: (1) a self-serving security actor pursuing its own interests and objectives or (2) a situation in which security forces are an apparatus of the incumbent government or elements thereof.
Present the notion of ‘democratic control of the armed forces’, which establishes the norms and standards governing the relationship between the armed forces and society. Discuss parameters with which to examine the security sector in general, particularly in the context of electoral operations that have civilian control of the security sector, respect for democratic governance, non-interference in domestic politics and an effective chain of command as crucial principles of election security.

Discuss the relationship between EMBs and security forces as a key element in the electoral process. Discuss how EMBs are usually charged with the task of making effective planning and arrangements to facilitate the electoral operations, and how security planning and the deployment of security forces are integral aspects of these operations. Flag the responsibility for election security and the control of security forces as an ambiguous area of electoral management. Include the debate of the three EMB models (independent, governmental, mixed) and their relationships with security forces. Relate this to the three models of coordination and communications for security operations (EMB led, security force led, mixed).

Note how security forces should conduct themselves:

- maintain neutrality and non-interference in domestic politics;
- assure equal treatment and non-discrimination to all citizens;
- respect and obey the rule of law;
- employ non-violent means first, and use force only when strictly necessary; and
- remain accountable to the civilian government and the people.

Present the ‘right-based approach’ as a comprehensive human-focused approach to election security that requires the broad engagement of security personnel (i.e., not limited to election day or the electoral sites).

Discuss the roles and responsibilities of security forces during the various stages of the electoral cycle, paying particular attention to the period between the call for elections and the announcement of results. This is outlined at the national and local levels, with a particular focus on electoral sites. Briefly present the characteristics and role of the security forces in the following phases of the electoral cycle:

- pre-election period;
- voter registration;
- candidate registration;
- electoral campaign;
- election period;
- voting operations and election day; and
- post-election period.

Present the basic functions of planning, command and control. Highlight that the production of a security plan for an electoral event is the joint responsibility of the statutory election security stakeholders defined earlier in this module. Present the difference between an election security plan and its key elements.
Discuss how during the electoral cycle it is particularly important to plan for interoperability between stakeholders. Consider planning best practices, including planning in partnership, planning for possible scenarios, training staff, and exercising plans and processes.

While it is critical to plan at the level of the central EMB, planning needs to take place at all levels. Flag commanders’ requirements to carefully assess the information available, make judgments about and respond to risks, make suitable administrative arrangements for deployment, and coordinate with other units and agencies. Present the IIMARCH framework as a useful memory tool to consider various factors:

- Information;
- Intention;
- Method;
- Administration;
- Risk assessment;
- Communications; and
- Human rights.

Discuss the relationship between command, control and communication as the system and structures that enables the knowledgeable exercise of authority and direction by the designated commanders over assigned and attached forces.

Link previous discussions on the context of elections and the chain of command structure to: supporting and guiding the election and security officials; receiving and sifting the daily reports from security officials at all levels in the chain with intelligence on how the operation is running in their area of responsibility; and responding in a coordinated fashion to any developing security situations.

Highlight the importance of establishing a Joint Election Operations Centre (JEOC). Emphasize that, although responsibility for broader internal security usually lies with the Ministry of Interior (MoI) and Ministry of Defence (MoD), there is a clear need for close liaison between the EMB and representatives of various security agencies or ministries such as the MoI, MoD and civil defence representatives, among others. The JEOC is ideally established during the pre-election period as an integral step in planning and preparation for implementation.

Explain the functioning and structure of the JEOC in practical terms, comprising an operations room, a meeting room and (ideally) a briefing room.

Explain how the command and control structure, which involves the presence of multiple security stakeholders, is a delicate subject. Debate the following challenges that emerge as a result of this situation:

- differences in training and conduct;
- differences in equipment;
- parallel chains of command; and
- integration of different intelligence findings.
Explain how the existence of a JEOC does not necessarily eliminate the conventional operation centres of the individual security actors (e.g., MoI and MoD). Discuss how command, control and communications during the election period can be provided. Present key models for preventing challenges such as parallel chains of command and multiple security agencies.

Present examples of major incidents, and the corresponding actions required by the JEOC that require the implementation of special arrangements by the emergency services and include the involvement, directly or indirectly, of large numbers of people.

Explain how effective security planning must be built on thorough risk assessments and followed by regular monitoring of the changing dynamics including trends in violent incidents. Present generic frameworks to identify factors for election security risk assessment, including contextual analysis, historical conflict and stakeholder analysis. A systemic risk assessment is developed by analysing trends and patterns in a given context, and identifying standardized risk factors and indicators. Present the different components of risk assessments, such as contextual analysis, operations and logistics, electoral security and violence-related information.

Explain that security agencies use intelligence and local resources to develop risk analyses and inform security planning. Indicate that risk assessment and mapping tools are advanced methods of information management and presentation rather than ground-breaking methods of assessing risks. Highlight the importance of risk assessment tools that are owned by security forces and incorporate security intelligence. Discuss the sensitivity of security information and the potential debate regarding its management. Link this to the JEOC, which can form a space for coordination and establishing trust among different actors.

Discuss how monitoring violent incidents is an integral part of risk assessments and the overall monitoring of context. Explain that incidents are a risk indicator that influences risk assessments and therefore informs planning.

Emphasize that the professionalism of the security forces is a key element of delivering credible elections. Discuss how a lack of sufficient training for security forces could be seen as contributing to violence during electoral events.

Explain how capacity challenges are addressed through special trainings developed ahead of the electoral event that includes up-to-date information based on the legal framework, international best practices and the political context. Professional training promotes public trust that the process is ‘in good hands’.

Explain that EMBs and security forces need to ensure that security personnel are well trained. Highlight that the delivery of effective training depends on five factors: conducting an adequate needs assessment, addressing the relevant subjects, employing an adequate method, developing user-friendly material and adhering to the appropriate time frame. Discuss how these factors are crucial to ensuring the proper delivery of the intended knowledge.
Discuss different approaches to capacity needs assessment. Discuss the different subjects that could be provided to security forces in their respective capacities—link the role of security forces to the different stages of the electoral cycle.

Present the four main methods of delivering conventional training courses: cascade training, mobile teams, simultaneous training and the use of international experience.

Present the different types of training materials: manuals, instructions, memory tools, video and code of conduct. Explain how security forces can combine different methods and materials to increase effectiveness and ensure consistency. Discuss how the timing of training can be useful to ensure the ‘freshness of knowledge’ and therefore maximize performance.

Discuss how election security stakeholders work with non-state actors including political parties, NGOs, paramilitary groups, media, international organizations and special guests. Link these themes to Module 12: Identifying electoral security interventions.

Explain the two levels of engaging security forces with other actors: (1) the support provided by these actors in aid of election security; and (2) how security forces can perform their duties to ensure they exercise their roles without impediments.

Present the different activities/actors with which security forces have to coordinate. Discuss: (1) coordination with the international community in the context of international electoral assistance and international election observation missions; and (2) coordination with local civil society in the context of domestic election observation, opinion polls, civic and voter education, and the media.

Discuss the relationship between security forces and paramilitary groups, and link to Module 3.

Explain how women, men and children experience insecurity differently in any given context and interact with security institutions and processes in different ways. Present the notion of gender and how it can be considered at three different levels: institutional composition and recognition of diversity, planning and decision-making, and operations.

**Recommended resources**


## Module 5: Electoral security in peace processes and transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>Key subtopics</th>
<th>Suggested length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • To discuss electoral processes in countries in (or emerging from) armed conflict  
• To understand election-related violence within the broader framework of political violence | Key subtopics of this module are:  
• Elections as a primary vehicle to exit war  
• Why are security challenges different in post-conflict countries?  
• Other threats to security in conflict-affected states  
• Elections as a benchmark  
• How long for transitional arrangements and elections?  
• Timeline for one step forward in institutional performance  
• Security actors in transition: who to partner with?  
• Logistics and the (re)militarization of political space | 90 min. |

### Methodological remarks

This module covers the challenge of elections in countries in, or emerging from, armed conflict. Over the last five years, increasing research has been directed toward understanding and preventing electoral violence. One motivation for addressing this type of violence is the experience that systemic violence threatens economic development and transitions to democracy.

While there is no universal definition of electoral violence, a recent UN report on election-related violence and killings quotes working definitions from five authors. The 2011 *World Development Report on Conflict, Security and Development* classifies electoral violence as one of several forms of organized violence. It notes that the remaining forms of 21st century conflict and violence ‘do not fit neatly into “war” and “peace” or into “criminal violence” or “political violence”’. This situates electoral violence in a broader frame, within which researchers are recognizing that the world is increasingly violent.

### Module outline

Discuss how elections are an integral part of any political transition and serve as a **primary vehicle to exit war**, and how balancing an open and inclusive national or local election with safety and security is particularly challenging in a country in (or emerging from) armed conflict. Present how elections are counted as the single-most common provision in peace agreements.
Discuss how elections, one of the most widely used tools for ending violent conflict, seek to convert politics by violence into politics by ballot, redistribute power, and legitimately re-establish the executive and legislative arms of the state.

Flag how political transitions are closely associated with changes in social, ethnic, religious and historical identity. Elections in these contexts work when political actors seek to use populations rather than armies to attain their goals. Electoral security challenges are related to these broader transitional issues, as well as to political leaders, transitional justice and the opportunity for transformation at the local level.

Discuss why security challenges are different in post-conflict countries. Present that there are often numerous readily identifiable threats to security in conflict-affected states. For example, while police and armed forces are often charged with logistics and providing security for elections, they may enjoy little civilian trust, and indeed may be the source of the main threats to electoral security.

Note that beyond the implementation of political agreements, the challenge of organizing and securing these electoral processes stands out. Post-conflict electoral processes since the end of the Cold War have perhaps been the largest-scale, most complex and highly visible exercises involving the largest number of national and international actors.

Highlight that although elections are the most common provision in peace agreements, there are other threats to security in conflict-affected states. Security issues taken together have the greatest number of provisions overall, which does not necessarily translate into remedies or the creation of a safe society.

Discuss how challenges confronting and involving these security actors and societies embarking on an electoral contest can include spikes in civil disorder, domestic violence, transnational threats, more organized and capable criminal groups, and the proliferation of small arms and light weapons, which create significant security and disarmament challenges in the years following the cessation of armed conflict.

Present how another burden in conflict-affected states is elections as a benchmark of progress, or its reverse. For some, they have also been a key measure of ‘the exit strategy’, signalling sufficient stability to warrant the downsizing and exit of armed UN and other Security Council-mandated military and police. But the pressure to find positive results in these elections can hide negative longer-term legacies.

Discuss how emerging political settlements make the timing and sequencing of different events crucial. Exemplify with how, during the 1990s, negotiators for many peace processes pushed for the shortest possible time to conduct the first national elections, and the shortest time for transitional political arrangements to be in place. Discuss the ideal timings of transitional arrangements and elections. Present recent research that has attempted to quantify lessons learned.
on how long processes of institution building and political recovery can take in conflict-affected states. Present the examples of a similar trend of short transitions of power that has been observed in recent cases of coups or departures from constitutional order that led to elections in less than two years.

Discuss how short transition periods provide little space to consider ambitious plans to fundamentally alter the political and security environment before an election. This has implications for all subsequent elections, since these key political questions likely remain unresolved. Many civil wars in the last decade have also had much longer initial transition periods, which has implications for the security of the first and subsequent elections.

Discuss the role of the different security actors in transition: who to partner with. Providing a secure environment for peaceful electoral competition is made more difficult when primary security providers are under political, public or logistical pressure. Present recent analysis of power-sharing vs. power-dividing arrangements has found that incorporating former enemies into security institutions can produce positive outcomes. In countries affected by civil war, electoral security may require the armed forces and police to secure the political space for their former enemies. The neutrality of the security sector is therefore a key concern.

Discuss the common perception that security issues trump technical issues in post-conflict electoral settings, when keeping the peace is prioritized, which can result in the ‘militarization’ of the space for political competition. Present how particular challenges can arise in the arrangements for first national elections where the neutrality of the security sector is a key concern. The extraordinary resources required for electoral administration can overwhelm small temporary EMB institutions with minimal subnational structures, which can often prompt security providers to step in and take control of security and operational matters, thus militarizing a recently demilitarized landscape.

Recommended resources


22. Call, Charles T., *UN Mediation and the Politics of Transition After Constitutional Crises* (New York: International Peace Institute, 2012), Table 1


24. Morrice, Adrian, Australian Civil Military Centre, Background Paper, Security Sector Reform Trends (unpublished)


## Module 6: Stakeholder analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• To analyse stakeholders in the context of their role as guardians or contributors to electoral security, as potential perpetrators of electoral conflict, or as potential targets/victims of such conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• To discuss the contribution of all stakeholders to the security environment during the electoral cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key subtopics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key subtopics of this module are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stakeholders and responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Legislature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Political Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• EMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Security Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other government institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Electoral dispute resolution (EDR) bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Civil society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Media (introduction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• National human rights institutions (NHRI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• International community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nepal: 2008 Constituent Assembly election</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Methodological remarks

Stakeholders include both state and non-state actors that may be perpetrators and/or victims of electoral conflict; in some cases, they are also responsible for enforcing electoral security.

More often than not in the course of transitioning to democracy, conflict has become an integral feature of electoral processes. Such conflict takes various forms, from physical violence to the mere threat of violence, perpetrated by a variety of stakeholders against various stakeholders and assets, too often with the collusion of the very state institutions mandated to prevent it. Nevertheless, this has not precluded elections from taking place in unsettled circumstances, making conflict a somewhat regular feature of many transitional elections. This paradigm has brought with it an increasing number of technical security measures to deter from violence, reduce its occurrence and mitigate its consequences.
Module outline

Discuss the context of an electoral process and how electoral violence should not be considered in isolation from the overall political or social context in which it takes place. While the timing, place, and type of electoral violence will vary from one country to another, it is always framed within the political and social historical context in which that process is organized. Existing social cleavages, identity-politics, social stratification, ethnicity, demographics, and political settlements are all examples of factors that will interact to set the context through which political and electoral violence will occur.

Highlight how political violence perpetrated for electoral purposes may have historic roots, particularly when elections are held after prolonged periods of conflict. In these cases, electoral violence may be a chronic, albeit partial, extension of a military conflict, with modified dynamics. The existence of arms and an acquired ‘culture’ of violence as the sole means of resolving a dispute are two other factors that contribute to the conflict being brought into the electoral process.

Discuss how stakeholders and their responsibilities fit into this overall context. Discuss how stakeholders can be analysed in the context of their potential as perpetrators of electoral violence or as contributors to electoral security. Stakeholders include state and non-state actors and in some circumstances international actors:

- **State actors**: military, police, gendarmerie, intelligence agencies auxiliary forces, national and local legislatures, EMBs, statutory bodies such as media, land and boundary, anti-corruption and human rights commissions, courts, government ministries such as Ministry of Home Affairs and the Ministry of the Interior.
- **Non-state actors**: civil society organization, political parties, the media, domestic observer groups, traditional leaders, religious groups, private security companies, insurgents, and rebels and criminal groups.
- **International stakeholders**: such as multilateral organizations invited or mandated to assist or observe (UN, EU, OSCE, NATO), bilateral assistance providers (donors and implementing I/NGOs).

Present the role of the legislature responsible for the laws governing the conduct of the elections and the roles and responsibilities of the EMB, security forces, and other relevant processes (dispute resolution) and stakeholders (political parties, CSOs, media, etc.), in accordance with the constitution and international (and regional) obligations and standards.

Introduce the role of political actors (political parties, independent candidates, candidate/party agents). Political parties have some of the highest stakes in the process and thus, alongside the government, have the greatest, most direct interest in either protecting or abusing it.

Ask participants to develop a mapping of all stakeholders in their particular country context, and to highlight their potential as victims or perpetrators of
violence. When determining which stakeholders might be the perpetrators of violence lead participants through a discussion on the motives for potential perpetrators. Are the motives long-standing or more recent, are they geographically specific, who do they seek to target and why? Participants should also identify at what stage of the electoral cycle, the pre-electoral, electoral or post-electoral period are most likely to be targeted by potential perpetrators. Discuss how there might be many potential spoilers with different motives targeting different parts of the electoral period, or in other instances targets and timing might be the similar.

Once a mapping of stakeholders has been conducted including outlining motives, timing and targets of potential perpetrators, discuss what mechanisms can be utilized to mitigate electoral violence and promote a secure electoral environment by working through an understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the key stakeholders, with some examples provided below.

Discuss the role of the EMB, what its mandate is in relation to electoral security and what its responsibilities are for creating a secure electoral environment. Highlight how no one institution is responsible for electoral security, and link the role of security forces as outlined in module 4 to the electoral security architecture. Introduce the legal mandate of security forces within an election period including what their roles and responsibilities are.

Broaden the discussion and present the role of other government institutions such as the various line ministries (MoI, MoD, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) etc.) and the prime minister’s office to the particular context. Increasingly, the MoFA and its embassies have a role in facilitating a secure election abroad, by negotiating security arrangements with the host country governments, establishing adequate internal measures when elections take place in embassies, inviting international observers, or entering assistance agreements with bilateral and multilateral donors or implementing agencies.

Highlight electoral dispute resolution (EDR) bodies as important stakeholders in the electoral security framework. These include the court system, from the Constitutional or Supreme Court (for rulings and interpretations of the constitution), to regular courts (which have jurisdiction over electoral or criminal matters). Discuss how cooperation between law enforcement and EDR bodies’ makes for more effective handling of electoral complains and breaches of the electoral security framework, thus contributing to further prevention.

Ask participants to identify the memorandums of understandings and official arrangements that exist between state bodies to ensure electoral security, and to identify any gaps and/or improvements that could be made in terms of collaboration between state agencies.

Introduce the role of civil society (observer and voter education NGOs, human rights NGOs, voters, public at large), and how it plays an important role in the security of an electoral process by creating and supporting an enabling environment. The presence of observers may help deter violence on Election Day but people on the ground might treat domestic and international observer’s
presence differently. Voter education (through either state or non-state channels) is also critical to creating this enabling environment for safe elections.

Discuss the role of the media (reference module 7 on media), identifying the different types of media outlets that exist including state, private, traditional online and social media. Debate how the media can be both a mitigator and promoter of electoral violence. Discuss how providing accurate, neutral and conflict sensitive information can promote a peaceful electoral process. The media’s role is commonly governed by the electoral legislation, specific codes of conduct, media legislation, and self- or state-regulatory mechanisms—although regulating online and social media still lags behind.

Present the role of NHRIs in helping the EMB and the security forces understand conflict dynamics, and identify policies and courses of action that are sensitive to the context and promote further socio-political transformation, among other activities.

Discuss the role of the international community in numerous post-conflict or transitional environments in which it has direct involvement through multilateral and bilateral assistance/observer missions and programmes. The international community potentially can have different roles with electoral security depending on the local context. Some roles have included advice, implementation or even remit for the conduct of the election, including in relation to security but also in relation to policies and activities that may have a bearing on security. Another critical type of international engagement is through international and regional observation to supplement the domestic organizations’ role in protecting the integrity and security of the electoral process.

Finally, discuss how the state actors mandated with implementing an election and the secure around it can work with non-state actors (and if appropriate international actors) to promote a secure electoral environment. Introduce the concept of regular stakeholder consultative forums with political parties, CSOs, women empowerment organizations, the media, etc. to build a shared understanding of what is needed to deliver secure elections and everyone’s role in it. Also introduce the concept of these forums and exchanges building trust in the electoral process and state bodies mandated to deliver it.

**Recommended resources**


Module 7: Media and electoral security

| Learning objectives | To present the role of the media (and social media) in elections, and the potential problems with media in divided societies and interventions to mitigate conflict
| | To explore how the media are intimately tied to the entire electoral cycle

| Key subtopics | Key subtopics of this module are:
| | The role of media in elections
| | Media and security
| | – Free speech vs. hate speech
| | – Lack of journalist training
| | – Unequal access to the media
| | Media violence and gender
| | EMBs and media
| | The growing importance of social media
| | EMBs, elections and social media

| Case studies | • Zambia (2001): how inter-ethnic rivalries are used for political purposes
| | • Russia: OCSE report of the 2012 election about the media favouring a specific candidate
| | • Kenya (2008): hate speech and violence
| | • United States: campaign and social media
| | • New Zealand: campaign and social media

| Suggested length | 90 min.

Methodological remarks

This module presents the role of the media and social media in elections. It discusses how the media are intimately tied to the entire electoral cycle, serving as a critical source of information on everything from pre-election debates, to official results, to post-election analysis. While the media’s primary role is to provide objective election-related reporting to promote a well-informed electorate, it also serves to reflect the public’s concerns and interests and can undertake a negative role in fuelling conflicts or social strife.

Present the rise of social media as a new dimension of the media landscape, which provides important new pathways to disseminate information and facilitate interaction between citizens. While such interaction has, in many cases, promoted increased transparency and higher levels of public engagement, it has also spawned dangerous new avenues for the spread of hate speech, especially around elections.
Module outline

Discuss the role of the media in elections to provide objective election-related reporting in order to promote a well-informed electorate throughout the electoral cycle. Present the following primary media functions during an electoral process:

1. watchdogs responsible for promoting transparency throughout the electoral cycle to ensure public access to the necessary information to make educated and informed choices;

2. vehicles for disseminating the party platforms of candidates and political parties to use a variety of means to reach out to, inform and connect with their constituents;

3. fora for public discussion and debate beyond traditional media, which is becoming increasingly interactive with the rise of social media; and

4. work as public educators in all the above roles, which can serve as vehicles for the dissemination of voter information.

Point out how each of these roles can be carried out during different stages of the electoral cycle.

Understand the connection between media and security through the discussion of key issues such as:

- **Free speech vs. hate speech**: how the media can have a positive or negative impact on security, either by providing relevant and accurate information to the public (which promotes security) or airing divisive hate speech (which can indirectly have a negative impact on security).

- **The lack of journalist training**: journalists in conflict areas or post-conflict contexts often have low skill levels. Without skills development related to research, fact-checking, story framing, story development and writing, there is a risk of inaccurate and unfair coverage of the electoral process, the proliferation of hate speech and the incitement of violence.

- **Unequal media access**: unfair and unbalanced coverage of parties and candidates can also threaten electoral security. Skewed media access can result in public frustration, the spread of misinformation and low levels of public confidence.

Discuss the relationship between the media, violence and gender. Present for discussion how women are especially vulnerable to violence both physically and psychologically during elections; although they experience one-third as many direct physical attacks as men, they are three times as likely to experience psychological violence, increasingly through social media.

Flag the potential media interventions that can be taken to integrate the idea of electoral security into the media’s understanding of elections, and to incorporate the media into a proactive campaign to promote peaceful elections.
EMB-media relations: there should be a strong working relationship characterized by regular contact and frequent updates. Stress two suggestions:

1. The need to establish a media centre to facilitate communication with the media and provide a trusted space for the media to gather, ask questions and witness the administration of the election first-hand.

2. The EMBs and media houses should work together to discuss aspects of the election and clarify their respective roles throughout the electoral cycle, for example:
   - development of a media code of conduct;
   - joint development of a social media strategy;
   - training sessions on the electoral law and how the election will work;
   - discussions of what kinds of materials each institution will produce and who will disseminate them, etc.; and
   - agreement on the reporting of results, when results will be released, who will have access to them and who will report them.

Present the growing importance of social media and how the internet has dramatically altered the media landscape, mainly by facilitating many-to-many communication. Unlike traditional media, social media allows for the simultaneous delivery of individualized messages to vast numbers of people.

To open the debate on new media, emphasize how it is much more difficult to distinguish between producers and consumers, and ordinary people are now empowered to be ‘citizen journalists’ by breaking news stories and disseminating information.

Present the importance of the connection between EMBs, elections and social media and how it can potentially facilitate the work of the EMB.

Recommended resources

1. Allen, Tim and Stremlau, Nicole, Media Policy, Peace and State Reconstruction (London: Crisis States Research Centre, 2005), <http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/28347/1/dp08.pdf>


---

5 Many-to-many communication is one of three major internet computing paradigms, characterized by multiple users contributing and receiving information, with the information elements often interlinked across different websites.


## Module 8: Electoral justice and security

### Learning objectives
- To analyse the link between security and electoral justice across the electoral cycle, as well as its mechanisms and procedures
- To discuss how electoral justice creates public and political confidence in an electoral process

### Key subtopics
Key subtopics of this module are:
- What is electoral justice and why does it matter?
- International electoral standards and principles on electoral justice
- Security and electoral justice
- Approaches to electoral justice
- Types of electoral disputes and mechanisms for managing electoral complaints
- Key concepts for managing dispute and ensuring electoral justice
- Establishing an effective and transparent legal framework
  - Awareness
  - Accessibility
  - Timing
  - Coherence
  - Transparency
  - Stakeholder relations
  - Point of final instance
  - Enforcement and proportionality of punishment
  - EMB capacity
- Electoral integrity, the electoral process and key principles of electoral justice

### Case studies
- Kenya: importance of impartiality, trust and electoral justice during the post-election violence of 2007–08
- Cambodia: use of informal mechanisms during the Cambodia Commune during the 2001 elections
- Malawi: timely resolution of election disputes during its 2009 elections
- Kenya: need for coherent dispute resolution processes as part of the candidate nomination process for the 2013 elections
- Mozambique: need for transparency of EDR to register as a candidate for the 2009 parliamentary elections
- Sri Lanka: creating institutions to ensure enforcement and compliance for the October 2001 elections

### Suggested length
90 min.
Methodological remarks

This module presents the links between electoral justice and security, and promotes the discussion of electoral justice as a critical element of providing for the integrity of elections for both individuals and the broader interests of society.

Module outline

Initiate a discussion of electoral justice and why it matters, presenting the International Election Standards and Principles on Electoral Justice, which cover regional and international conventions and commitments and list key principles for the conduct of a credible electoral process. The standards cover the importance of the different stakeholders’ faith in impartial, independent courts and the security forces.

Note the different approaches to electoral justice provided through a number of means, including an election framework that provides the conditions for fair, competitive and credible elections; the impartial and effective management of the entire electoral process by an EMB; and an effective and responsive EDR process. Discuss the four types of election disputes and challenges:

1. fundamental rights;
2. administrative;
3. criminal; and
4. legislative.

Discuss the system of managing electoral complaints, and note the primary responsibilities: EMBs handle administrative matters, while the courts are responsible for criminal matters. Each country develops its own election adjudication system that reflects its unique political and cultural heritage, and responds to its own particular set of challenges. However, there are some common characteristics of systems as well as good practices.

Explore the potential informal mechanisms to be utilized. In some countries, informal mechanisms for resolving disputes may be used even though they require careful consideration. Show how these mechanisms can take a number of different forms, one of which is local coordination groups that comprise representatives of the EMB and political parties and even sometimes CSOs, traditional leaders and the police. They aim to address concerns and resolve disputes at the local level before they become a serious issue.

Present for discussion key concepts of managing disputes and ensuring electoral justice:
• Establishing an effective and transparent legal framework that:
  – articulates electoral rights and responsibilities, and the procedures for dealing with complaints; and
  – is in place throughout the electoral cycle.

• Awareness
  – engage parties and other stakeholders to distribute information;
  – use websites and social media to broadly distribute all information related to complaints and appeals; and
  – ‘protection through information’ from the EMB’s perspective.

• Accessibility
  – providing access to information and procedures in multiple languages;
  – tailor information to visually impaired persons;
  – avoid overly arduous and paper-heavy procedures;
  – use the internet as appropriate;
  – avoid centralizing complaints and appeals procedures in the capital; and
  – consider any cultural issues that may affect women’s access to the process.

• Additional concepts
  – election complaints adjudication must produce timely and efficient results;
  – the process for handling and adjudicating disputes needs to be coherent and consistent;
  – management and resolution of complaints and appeals must be transparent to create confidence and trust;
  – stakeholder relationships rely on close cooperation, trust and confidence to create the conditions for (and the feeling of) electoral justice;
  – need to have a coherent and understandable model and avoid the possibility of ‘decision shopping’; a clear and accepted point of final instance is needed to ensure clarity and further reinforce awareness and transparency;
  – need an adequate enforcement mechanism and a fair but transparent, meaningful and proportional set of related punishments for infringements; and
  – EMB needs adequate institutional powers and the capacity to manage the process and the stakeholders and related institutions.

Discuss electoral integrity, the electoral process and key principles of electoral justice. Highlight good practices of ensuring electoral justice throughout the electoral process.

Recommended resources


3. ACE Electoral Knowledge Network, <http://aceproject.org>


7. The Electoral Integrity Project, <https://sites.google.com/site/electoralintegrityproject4/home>
Module 9: Mapping risk to an electoral process

Learning objectives
To examine the motives behind the use of two generators of electoral risk: protest and violence in different phases of the electoral cycle.

Key subtopics
Key subtopics of this module are:
- Global empirical trends
- Actors, methods and location
- Motives (causal mechanisms) for electoral security risks
  - Motives during the pre-election phase
    - Election dynamics
    - Pre-election triggers
  - Motives during the campaign and election day
    - Election dynamics
  - Post-election motives
    - Election dynamics
- Connecting casual mechanisms to effective anti-violence response

Case study
Thailand’s 2014 general election

Suggested length
90 min.

Methodological remarks

Previous sessions have presented a clear structure for mapping the who (relevant stakeholders), the what (why have elections, sources of information on electoral integrity, nature of risks to elections and transformations to peace) and the when (electoral cycles) of electoral security. This session focuses on the why—understanding the motivations for the types of actions that jeopardize electoral security.

This session revolves around an empirical puzzle: as elections are becoming a more common and accepted means of determining who governs a country, and states become more experienced in conducting them, the number of election protests and the probability of election violence has not declined.

This module examines the motives (also known as causal mechanisms) behind the use of two generators of electoral risk—protest and violence—according to where they fall in the three phases of the electoral cycle: pre-election, campaign (up to and including election day) and post-election. Each phase discussion includes a brief overview of the relevant actors, methods and location (who, how, and where) for each form of action. Each also groups causal mechanisms according to whether they can be considered to operate on one of three levels...
of analysis: the country’s structural environment, its electoral rules and dynamics, and specific triggering events.

Module outline

Present the global empirical trends in which most elections are held in relative peace and security, and election violence and insecurity are much broader phenomena that affect all regions; roughly 80 per cent of elections do not lead to violence. Note that there has been a simultaneous growth in the number of elections held over time and as well as the levels of pre-election and post-election violence. The evidence also suggests that more elections are susceptible to pre-election than post-election violence, countering the conventional wisdom that post-election violence is more frequent.

Present the actors, methods and location. An earlier module highlighted the various relevant stakeholders in an electoral process, but a few additional types of actors (and ways of grouping them), specific to this sort of electoral risk, are relevant. This session presents the assumption that actors have (1) reasons (whether conscious or unconscious) for their actions and (2) preferences regarding the range of actions available to them, and (3) the time they have to make decisions is finite, as is (4) their available information about their options and environment.

Discuss the methods (myriad, as diverse as the interests involved) and locations that include those with a history of violence, where weapons or armed gangs are available, or where the election results are likely to be close, and those where security forces might have a harder time controlling an escalation in violence.

Discuss the motives (causal mechanisms) for electoral security risks.

Present structural factors during the pre-election phase. In addition to election dynamics and triggering events, this module focuses on structural considerations across the electoral cycle: economic, political, legal, social and geographic characteristics of a state that are relatively fixed in the short term and change slowly over the long term. More generally, a state’s overall social, ethnic, economic and political structure is often what puts it at high or low risk. These structural factors are not limited to the pre-election period, but are a crucial element of understanding security risks throughout the electoral cycle.

Note that another structural issue affecting a country’s overall probability of conflict is gender inequality across a range of political and economic areas. Such issues affect understanding of electoral security risks at all levels, but they are barely studied and not clearly understood.

Examine election dynamics such as the motives for incumbent or opposition repression/violence in order to skew the playing field or intimidate those they see as opposing their side. Also note the prevalence of intimidating lawmakers, media or individuals.
Present how security actions that happen during the campaign and on election day are almost always political. Particular structural reasons of interest here include no checks and balances, the high stakes and rewards of office, competition for resources, and weak policing or the selective provision of security in different areas.

Flag different types of election dynamics that include preventing opposition voters from heading to the polls or preventing specific candidates from running for office. Also note institutional problems on election day such as lost ballots, closed booths, and fraud or mismanagement.

Present the post-election motives, as after election day there is a rush of activity by both government and opposition forces. Structural considerations are not significantly different when looking at the motivations for protest or violence, although an understanding of how the democratic constraints on the executive operate in practice is critical.

Explain the importance of the speed and efficiency with which the results are announced. Note that the announcement of electoral results is an obvious trigger. Both incumbents and challengers often wait until they get a sense of the likely outcome (and whether it meets expectations) before responding with electoral security threats.

The dispute resolution mechanisms involving the EMB or the judicial system can also either encourage or discourage instability.

Explain that the final phase of the electoral cycle—which still includes security risks related to election outcomes—is actual political representation.

Present the connection of causal mechanisms to effective anti-violence responses.

Present how this module has outlined a number of different motivations for electoral risk and explored several empirical examples. Unlike a number of other types of destabilizing political violence (from interstate or civil war to government repression and human rights violations), there is little research on which of these many causal mechanisms are factors (or likely factors) in specific cases and/or regions.

**Recommended resources**


Module 10: Using new technology to map risk

Learning objectives
- To present the concept of crowdsourcing and outline three types of technologically enhanced conflict mapping that EMBs can use to enhance their information base on electoral security risks
- To draw attention to a number of ways in which technologies can assist EMBs to speed up information gathering on risks, and how to tap into the monitoring potential of the citizenry at large
- To analyse EMBs’ expanding informational capabilities, and their engagement with civil society and the public to build societal trust in them as institutions

Key subtopics
Key subtopics of this module are:
- How new technologies have transformed information flows during elections
  - Crowdsourcing
- How EMBs can respond to the new information environment
  - ‘Bounded’ crowdsourcing: reporting by EMB staff
  - ‘Open’ crowdsourcing: reporting by citizens
  - ‘Passive’ crowdsourcing: listening to social media
- Some best practices
  - Avoiding redundancies
  - Engaging with civil society and the public
  - Choosing appropriate technologies
  - Verifying information
    - Manual verification
    - Crowdsourced verification
  - Making information actionable

Case studies
- Indonesia: presidential election 2014
- Malaysia 2013
- Kenya 2007

Suggested length
90 min.

Methodological remarks
This session complements the political and historical analysis illustrated in previous sessions by introducing participants to new forms of gathering information on electoral risks and conflict. It uses the concept of **crowdsourcing** to outline three types of technologically enhanced conflict mapping that EMBs can use to enhance their information base on electoral security risks. Draw attention to a number of ways in which technologies can assist EMBs to speed...
up their gathering of information on risks, and how to tap into the monitoring potential of the citizenry at large. In that sense, it is somewhat similar to developing early warning capabilities.

This is not a programmatic response to mitigate electoral conflict, but provides EMBs with alternative and complementary tools to conduct research and analysis to inform decision making. The use of online mapping, citizen reporting and social media monitoring is aimed at generating additional and timely information on trending developments, as they occur.

**Module outline**

Discuss how new technologies have transformed information flows during elections. Although not on par with traditional mass communication (TV, radio or newspaper), the internet and mobile phones are reaching more and more people every day—including in low- and middle-income countries. Despite a persisting digital divide, 40 per cent of the global population is online and the number of mobile phone subscriptions exceeds the world population (ITU 2014). Governments, political parties, advocacy organizations, and citizens alike make use of these technological advances to enhance their communication strategies or aid in the gathering of information.

Flag how EMBs also face a changed information environment, in which the speed and volume of information flows have increased exponentially. From online campaigning, to internet voting, voter registration by SMS, voting advice applications (VVA), campaign finance monitoring, to the tracking of candidates’ popularity via online social networking sites, new communication technologies have rapidly transformed the conduct of elections. In addition, political parties, civil society organizations, news media and citizens are able to share observations, comment on the conduct of election officials, or accuse each other of fraud at a much faster pace.

Part of this trend is the use of mobile technology and social media for the rapid reporting of local events, and online maps for the visualization of these events in near real-time. Unlike TV, radio or newspaper, mobile and social media are many-to-many communication channels (Stevens 1981), meaning that information is generated, received, edited and shared by audiences-turned-producers consisting of professional media outlets and ordinary citizens alike.

Present how ‘crowdsourcing’ has the potential to provide EMBs with alternative and complementary tools to conduct research and analysis to inform decision-making.

Crowdsourcing is not in itself a programmatic response to mitigate electoral conflict. However, since risks to the electoral process may occur rapidly with the potential to turn into violence or security challenges, the use of online mapping, citizen reporting and social media monitoring has the potential to generate additional and timely information to inform appropriate mitigation measures. In a number of ways, technologies can help EMBs speed up their information gathering on risks, at best providing early warning capability.
Discuss the criticism about the inaccuracies (or even dangers) of crowdsourcing and its potential negative effects. In the context of elections, this could happen in the form of false reports or attempts by political parties to discredit their opponents.

Present how EMBs can respond to the new information environment. EMBs seem largely reluctant to immerse themselves in the new information environment. Yet without knowledge of how these processes work, problems might arise if EMBs are expected to incorporate crowdsourced information into their workflow, and react to thousands (or perhaps tens of thousands) of new pieces of information.

Outline the three ways in which EMBs can respond proactively and constructively to the challenges posed by the new environment of information abundance through crowdsourcing. These are relevant throughout the electoral cycle, yet their usefulness might be most pronounced during the phases of campaign, polling and counting:

1. ‘bounded’ crowdsourcing: reporting by EMB staff (or its trained and trusted observers) by SMS, app, hotline, email, etc.;

2. ‘open’ crowdsourcing: reporting by citizens (in response to an open call to all citizens, who submit through SMS, app, hotline, email); and

3. ‘passive’ crowdsourcing: listening to social media.

Present best practices and the pros and cons of crowdsourcing and discuss several strategies that EMBs can consider if planned well in advance:

- minimize redundancies with the infrastructure already in place;
- engage early with civil society and the public to generate synergies in information gathering;
- choose appropriate technologies for different situations, such as phone hotline, interactive voice response and SMS messaging;
- verify information to avoid spreading false information and rumours; and
- decide which information to make public and make it actionable; an online map—as in many of the examples cited above in the text—can be a valuable tool for focusing public interest.

Recommended resources


5. Grömping, Max, ‘Echo Chambers. Partisan Facebook Groups during the 2014 Thai Election’, Asia Pacific Media Educator, 24/1 (2014), pp. 1–21


14. UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs [OCHA], Humanitarianism in the Network Age (New York: OCHA, 2013)


27. Grömping, Max, ‘Citizen Reporting as Norm Entrepreneurship? The Case of Crowdsourced Election Monitoring in Southeast Asia’, paper prepared for presentation at the ICIRDS 2013 conference, 22–23 August 2013, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand


35. EC-UNDP Joint Taskforce on Electoral Assistance, Thematic Workshop: Information Technology and Election Management (Brussels: European Commission/UNDP, 2012)

36. iHub Research, 3Vs Crowdsourcing Framework for Elections (Nairobi: iHub Research, 2013)


39. Stein, Michael, Using Mobile Phones in Electoral and Voter Registration Campaigns (Mobile Active, 2007)


42. UN Development Programme [UNDP], Mobile Technologies and Empowerment: Enhancing Human Development through Participation and Innovation (New York: UNDP, 2014)


46. iHub Research, <http://www.ihub.co.ke/research>

47. iRevolution, <http://irevolution.net/>


Module 11: Mapping, preventing and mitigating election-related violence with focus on International IDEA’s Electoral Risk Management Tool (ERMTool)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>To familiarize participants with:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Different approaches to prevention and mitigation of election-related violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Different ICT-based tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International IDEA’s ERMTool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Challenges to institutionalization of digital tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key subtopics</th>
<th>Key subtopics of this module are:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mapping, prevention and mitigation of election-related violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Prevention by non-state actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Prevention by state actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ICT-based risk mapping methodologies and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Advantages, disadvantages and synergies of data analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Institutionalization of digital tools in elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Challenges of adoption and implementation of digital tools by EMBs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International IDEA’s ERMTool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Three-layered approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Case studies | • Mexico: Instituto Nacional Electoral |
|--------------|• Sri Lanka: Centre for Monitoring Electoral Violence |
|              | • Ushahidi |

| Suggested length | 90 min. |

Methodological remarks

This module presents how several national and international governmental organizations and NGOs mandated to organize, support or monitor the credibility of elections have developed specialized tools and methodologies to warn about, prevent and mitigate election-related violence.

Discuss the main approaches, ICT tools and challenges in utilizing digital tools to prevent and mitigate election-related violence. Show that the ways in which they combine early warning and prevention strategies vary, and are contingent on the mandates and contexts in which these organizations operate. This module is complemented by a practical session in which participants will be able to practice using the ERMTool software.
Module outline

Current approaches to mapping, preventing and mitigating election-related violence are contingent on the organizational mandate and capacity to engage. Distinguish between actions implemented and tools developed by non-state actors and EMBs, which have a specific mandate to ensure that elections are held peacefully.

Discuss how non-state actors (domestic and international CSOs) are implementing programmes that aim to address conflicts during the brewing stage. Flag their main strategies for monitoring and reporting on electoral violence, organizing community-based prevention and mitigation actions, and supporting the EMBs.

Debate how state actors (EMBs) are utilizing early warning data to make better-informed and conflict-sensitive electoral decisions. As state actors, they are well positioned to coordinate the efforts of other governmental agencies during elections, for instance in designing electoral security arrangements and prosecuting perpetrators of electoral crimes.

Examine how several organizations have developed ICT-based risk mapping methodologies and tools to assess, prevent and mitigate electoral risks. Discuss ICT-based risks by presenting the relevant cases of the Instituto Nacional Electoral in Mexico and the Sri Lanka Centre for Monitoring Electoral Violence and USHAHIDI platform.

Present the advantages, disadvantages and synergies of data analysis features such as geographical colour coding, trend charting and aggregated figures.

Flag how digital tools are being increasingly institutionalized in elections to implement complex projects. Through the increasing use of digital tools, EMBs are able to collect and analyse the various data needed to plan and monitor electoral operations, and take actions to prevent and mitigate negative occurrences.

Present the challenges of adopting and implementing digital tools by EMBs. These could be related to limited internal capacities as well as the quality of the collaboration with external partners such as security sector agencies (SSAs), given that the effective utilization of digital tools is often contingent on data provided by external organizations.

Present good practices of how the utilization of digital tools helped improve collaboration and cooperation between EMBs and SSAs.

Present International IDEA’s Electoral Risk Management Tool (ERMTool), which is designed to empower those who have immediate responsibility for (or a specific interest in) ensuring that elections are peaceful and credible. Intended users are EMBs, SSAs, civil society, and other state and non-state actors. It aims to enhance users’ capacities to understand, analyse, prevent and mitigate
electoral risks, in particular those that can trigger or contribute to election-related violence.

Discuss the tool’s **three-layered approach** for preventing and mitigating election-related violence: **improved electoral management**, **improved electoral security** and **improved infrastructure for peace**. These three layers reinforce each other.

**Recommended resources**


# Module 12: Identifying electoral security interventions

## Learning objectives
- Based on a proper analysis of the risks to the electoral process, an appropriate intervention should be developed to address that risk
- To outline some thinking on responses to electoral violence

## Key subtopics

**Key subtopics of this module are:**
- Principles of electoral security and forms of violence
- Matching risk assessment with mitigation
- Prevention, mitigation and response
- Integration: what are the conditions for partnering with MoHA/MoI
- Co-location—a precondition?
- Joint Operation Centers (JoCs)
- Tools to monitor, map and respond
- Technology
- Cost effectiveness
- Annexes
  - The cost of securing elections in UN mission settings
  - Nepal Electoral Violence Mitigation Assessment

## Case studies
- Nepal 2012
- Mexico 2009

## Suggested length
90 min.

### Methodological remarks

There are as many possible measures to address the threat or occurrence of electoral violence as there are potential types of threats, perpetrators and peace builders. Identifying the risk, threat or occurrence of the violence comes first; designing and adapting the response to it comes second.

There can therefore be no ‘list’ of different interventions that can apply to all cases. One case can inform or learn lessons from another, for example comparing countries or comparing elections in the same country over time.

### Module outline

Present the electoral security topic that outlines the possible principles underpinning approaches to electoral security. The examples are based on the BRIDGE electoral security module. The key principles are:
• equitable and rights based;
• national ownership;
• strategic;
• non-partisan and impartial;
• flexible and efficient; and
• transparent and accountable.

Present where different people working in different elections would build different lists of forms of electoral violence:
• criminal;
• theft;
• fire;
• insult;
• demonstrations;
• fraud;
• landmines;
• hostage incident;
• threats to women;
• bomb threats;
• belligerents;
• explosives; and
• direct fire.

Present that in terms of prevention, mitigation and response, the benefits of integrated strategies or a ‘holistic and comprehensive approach’ have been recognized.

Discuss the specific role of EMBs in electoral security and the conditions to partner with the Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA)/MoI. Given that EMBs lack the subnational structures, mandate and agreement from electoral stakeholders to lead efforts to track, categorize, and follow the status of acts of physical or threatened violence related to an electoral process, the MoI or MoHA and other constitutionally mandated judicial and security institutions are likely to retain (and unlikely to give up) accountability for these processes.

Flag that co-location of international, EMB and security actors is very important for maximizing coordination efforts for electoral security. Examine the alternative to co-location, which is parallel office structures with their own parallel chains of command and reporting lines. This is counterproductive and confusing to institutions that are interdependent and meant to be collaborating.

Note that utilized best practice is to integrate national (and international, where applicable) electoral security management through JOCs.

Discuss the new tools that have emerged to monitor and map, prevent and mitigate electoral violence. Also, new technologies such as social media have emerged that allow individuals and organizations to report and respond to electoral violence.
Discuss that no direct evidence has been found of the relative cost effectiveness of one security measure versus another, due to (1) the difficulties associated with measuring the prevention of conflict and (2) the absence of electoral costs in general, let alone for electoral security in particular.

The organization and conduct of credible elections require adherence to principles and rights, including:

- transparency;
- compliance with national laws;
- freedom of speech and association;
- impartial institutions; and
- inclusiveness.

Present practical issues that may need to be assessed when contemplating an intervention:

- past triggers;
- emerging triggers;
- the extent to which the constitutional structure provides incentives for potential spoilers to participate in the electoral process rather than boycott it;
- the legal system;
- the broad credibility of the election in question;
- any realignment of political parties;
- criminal domination;
- sources of political financing;
- the nature of electoral management;
- the role of the state machinery during the election (in particular, whether it is politically neutral, and whether there is a caretaker government in place);
- the role of women in politics; and
- the role of observers, CSOs and the media (including whether such bodies and organizations are neutral and capable).

Recommended resources


2. Building Resources in Democracy, Governance and Elections [BRIDGE], <http://www.bridge-project.org> and Module 3 of this workshop


## Module 13: Security, violence and new technologies

### Learning objectives

To acquire general background information about ICT systems, including their risks, advantages and relationship with security by the EMB throughout the electoral cycle. The module presents the potential impact of the introduction and usage of new technologies on the security and integrity of the electoral process.

### Key subtopics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtopics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usage of ICT throughout the electoral cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks related to the introduction of technology in the electoral process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stakeholder concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technology significantly changing previously established procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The risk of introducing immature systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks related to the usage of technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- EMB reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inadequate performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Claims of manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Valuable equipment attracting crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber security, tampering and hacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manipulation of election results, endangering the secrecy of the vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Data protection, data leaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sabotage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Election ICT systems as ‘collateral damage’ in cyber conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Physical attacks and breaches in connection with cyber attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating technology risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Needs assessment and appropriate technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Resources, funding and sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stakeholder relations, transparency and communication strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Avoiding rushed introduction of new technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies and examples (to be provided by the facilitator)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suggested length

90 min.

### Methodological remarks

This module presents the potential impact of the introduction and usage of new technologies on the security and integrity of the electoral process. It focuses on EMBs' ICT usage throughout the electoral cycle.
The module broadly defines security and violence that encompasses all threats and attacks against persons, physical material and property, and technical infrastructure that can challenge the integrity of the electoral process.

This module can be used on its own or in connection with other modules, particularly the ‘Media’, ‘Risk Mapping’ and ‘Risk Tools’ modules. It encompasses technologies such as community radio, social media and two-way communication, citizen journalism, crowd sourcing and specialized risk mapping applications in more detail.

Module outline

Present how, as the utilization of technology throughout the electoral cycle increases, most parts of the electoral process depend on flawlessly deployed and operated ICT systems. Cases are provided throughout this module to demonstrate that the impact of technology risks on electoral integrity is not limited to conflict countries, but also needs to be considered in stable democracies.

Introduce how the usage of ICT poses new challenges and risks that can jeopardize election security and trigger violence. While ICT in itself is rarely the root cause of electoral violence, it can play an important role in both mitigating and aggravating triggers of violence. This is especially true in fragile and security sensitive environments. Explain how electoral technology has the closest link to triggers of violence where it relates to the establishment of election results. Also describe how technology can create new channels for undermining the integrity of elections through non-violent cyber-attacks.

Discuss technology’s positive side, and how ICT usage in electoral processes can improve the credibility of electoral conduct and alleviate some problems that can trigger violence. For example, ICT can contribute to:

- more accurate and comprehensive voter registers;
- better voter eligibility checks and prevention of multiple voting;
- elimination of some avenues of fraud through the reduction of human intervention in counting and tabulation;
- faster availability of results, shortening the period of uncertainty related to the electoral outcome;
- more accurate results through eliminating human error in the tabulation process;
- better and timelier ability to comprehensively inform the electorate;
- improved planning of the electoral process, including detection, prevention and mitigation of electoral violence; and
- increased financial transparency.

Review how EMBs use ICT systems throughout the electoral cycle. Overview the different types of technology, the examples of its potential security impact, patterns of escalation and possible mitigation strategies.

To discuss where and how technology can be disputed and become a potential source of violence, the module categorizes ICT risks into three groups:
1. **Risks related to introducing technology into the electoral process.** Electoral technology in elections has specific risks during its initial introduction. All stakeholders, including the EMB, are potentially unfamiliar with the new technology and its potential impact on the overall process. The module presents the potential **stakeholder concerns** and reactions to the introduction of new technologies. Discuss the potential side effects of **technology significantly changing previously established procedures** that might eliminate, for example, existing problems such as inaccurate voter lists, delayed availability of results and certain types of fraud. Highlight the need for the electoral justice system to be prepared and qualified to handle new disputes that arise with new voting technologies and changing voting procedures. Cover the issue of the **risk of introducing immature systems** in elections where the implementation project fails technically and yields an unusable or unreliable solution.

2. **Risks related to the ongoing usage of election technology.** Present how any flaw in election technology carries a reputational risk for the EMB. Additionally, a perception that the complexity of technology overwhelms the EMB can call into question its **reputation and credibility.** Introduce a discussion of how **inadequate performance** of election technology has the highest risk of undermining integrity and triggering violence where it becomes most visible to stakeholders. Discuss how in a tense political environment, even vague and unproven **claims of ICT manipulation** or flaws can become a major point of contention. Note how ICT equipment value can attract crime. To enrich the discussion, present a series of concrete contemporary cases of such situations.

3. **The challenge of cyber-attacks against electoral ICT infrastructure.** Emphasize the debate about how the integrity and credibility of the electoral process can be undermined by hacking and cyber-attacks to ICT systems. Cyber-attacks are usually non-violent, anonymous and not attributable, which reduces the personal and political risk for attackers. Note that absolute protection against such attacks is impossible, and that in practice protection levels are limited by a lack of available resources for countermeasures. Cyber-attacks can become an issue in the electoral process through technical vulnerabilities that allow for the **manipulation of election results,** endangering the secrecy of the vote. Present how technical vulnerabilities can endanger electoral integrity: even a widely shared perception of threat is already a problem; vulnerabilities that can be proven in laboratory environments are more serious, and security issues that can be exploited in actual elections are the most critical. Review the importance of **data protection and leaks,** given that EMBs handle substantial personal data such as voters’ biometric details. Stress the importance of safeguarding the ICT infrastructure, since EMBs can be discredited by an act of **sabotage.**

Present best practices in strategies to **mitigate technology risks** in order to facilitate the successful introduction and use of electoral technology and thus avoid related risks. For this purpose, **needs assessments and adopting appropriate technologies** are important. Consider **resources, funding and sustainability.** Note the importance of reinforcing **stakeholder relations, transparency and communication strategies.** Finally, discuss the need to **avoid rushed introductions of new technologies.**
List and discuss contemporary ICT cases studies and examples from four continents to demonstrate how various electoral technologies affected security, levels of violence and electoral integrity.

Recommended resources


Module 14: Lessons learned globally: What can national and international actors do to ensure secure and inclusive electoral processes

**Learning objectives**
This module functions as the epilogue of the workshop. It takes stock of contemporary perspectives on electoral security and the current state of knowledge about it, identifying historical developments, highlighting the rapidly changing nature of the field and flagging several emerging challenges.

**Key subtopics**
Key subtopics of this module are:

- Historical trends
- The rapidly changing nature of the field
- Modern challenges
  - Centralization vs. decentralization
  - The electoral cycle
  - International engagement
  - Knowledge management
  - Social media
  - Risks of technology
  - Out-of-country voting
  - Remote internet voting

**Suggested length**
90 min.

**Methodological remarks**
As election security is mainly a matter of concrete experience and practice rather than abstract theory and analysis, the entire workshop constitutes a compendium of lessons learned.

Earlier chapters have addressed and summarized specific elements of the context of, planning for and implementation of election security. This epilogue takes stock of contemporary perspectives on the subject and the current state of knowledge about it, identifying historical developments, highlighting the rapidly changing nature of the field and flagging several emerging challenges.

**Module content**

Note that specialized thinking at the global level about election security is a comparatively recent phenomenon. The end of the Cold War constituted a
clear break with the past. Many countries that had one-party political systems and little or no established culture of democratic elections sought to make a transition to multiparty democracy. Also, the opportunity to bring an end to civil wars in a number of developing countries—which had been a feature of the Cold War—gave rise to the new phenomenon of elections conducted as an integral part of UN peacekeeping operations, with attendant military and civilian police involvement. Present the case of the Namibian independence election of 1989 as a break from the past.

Indicate that since 1989, there has been a growing trend that EMBs are expected to conduct elections in increasingly insecure environments, and in situations where spoilers have been opposed to the overall political and constitutional framework.

Explain the rapidly changing nature of the field, in which lessons are still being learned. This dynamic state of affairs can be expected to continue for the foreseeable future, and stands in stark contrast to some other prominent areas of electoral study (such as electoral systems).

Emphasize that the overall picture of election security remains complex. The earlier modules identified many factors that have the potential to influence the nature of security threats, which have required security responses in past elections. A full understanding of these factors would require an analysis of the motives, means and opportunities of a potentially large number of actors; in many cases, these will be subject to considerable uncertainty in the minds of the relevant authorities and planners.

Indicate some modern challenges, and a number of questions and issues, which in the short to medium term are likely to require the close attention of election security planners.

Centralization vs. decentralization

By nature, an election is a decentralized operation. This implies that the decentralization of functions needs to be accompanied by a decentralization of decision-making and responsibility.

Complexities can arise when a security operation or intervention has to be overlaid on this model of election administration, because the overall command and control architecture for security and/or police forces may well be different. The most powerful interventions might even require decision-making at the national level. This highlights the need for early contact and communication between EMBs and security actors; a clear understanding of each other’s command and control systems; and, where possible, the integration of such systems through mechanisms such as joint operations centres at all administrative levels.

Present how technological tools (real-time reporting, mapping of security incidents, etc.) are increasingly available to EMBs and their security partners, which shapes decision-making in ways that require careful consideration.
The electoral cycle

Debate how the concept has developed for the last 10 years, and how it has highlighted the need for election preparation activities to be sequenced in a timely, systematic and structured way. Explain why timely planning is just as important for election security activities as for activities relating to other aspects of the electoral process. The point in the electoral cycle at which election security preparations need to come to the fore will, however, vary from case to case. Security must be an integral element of all stages of the electoral cycle.

Present how the existence of perceived major threats to the security of an election implies a considerable power on the part of miscreants to cause trouble and disruption. Such a power can be exercised in a range of different ways, making the overall security environment harder to predict.

Finally, it needs to be borne in mind that the electoral cycle rarely takes place in isolation. In even the simplest cases in established democracies, it is likely to proceed in parallel with a cycle of legal reform and parliamentary activity.

International engagement

Present how insecure elections often correlate with threats to international peace and security, and thus are marked by international engagement. Thus the resources available for responses to security problems can vary dramatically over time. Where international military and police are present, they may be able to deploy large numbers of well-equipped, experienced and trained officers, who are supported by technically skilled planners and proven standard operating procedures. Such an operation can create expectations in the community that are hard to maintain when the international force has withdrawn.

Knowledge management

Present the problem of knowledge management within an EMB and its partner organizations. As emphasized above, the body of knowledge associated with election security is built up not from abstract analysis, but from direct experience of problems that have arisen and 'solutions' that have either worked or failed. Such experience, however, needs to be accessible, either in the form of staff memories or well-maintained records. Yet EMBs face the problem of substantial staff turnover and the challenge of passing on institutional knowledge.

Social media

Note that the rise of social media is expected to continue, but that its future landscape will be difficult to predict. Social media present EMBs with several major challenges. Social media users place great priority on receiving rapid responses from bureaucratic organizations, but these are not always well placed
to provide such responses. The sheer volume of questions and issues may well make it impossible to maintain traditional processes of high-level clearance of information prior to publication.

Explain how social media also provide an opportunity for EMBs to access large volumes of ‘crowdsourced’ information in near real time. For this to be of practical value, however, the EMBs must have systems in place to receive and analyse the information in question, and to respond rapidly to issues that the information highlights.

**Risks with technology**

Present how technology in the running of elections is becoming ever more prominent. Tools such as biometric voter registration, real-time election result compilation, geographic information systems or corporate websites are becoming the norm. Yet assumptions that sophisticated systems will contribute to the security of an election, improve the underlying quality of the process, and/or enhance trust and credibility are problematic. Explain the risks of implementing new technologies (i.e., the risk that technology may be directed toward solving the wrong problem, high costs, task of setting up systems could be overwhelming, etc.).

Note that while sound implementation has the potential to meet intended targets, and hopefully to build confidence and trust in the effectiveness of elections and the EMB, failed implementation can have the opposite effect.

**Out-of-country voting**

Discuss how the increasing mobility of populations worldwide poses an ongoing challenge for EMBs. The nature of the security problems involved in enfranchising populations such as refugees or guest workers is immensely variable, but a common factor in all cases is that the EMB will have to deal not only with its own domestic security apparatus, but also with the governments (and potentially the security apparatuses) of other countries.

**Remote internet voting**

Note the pressures on EMBs, from political players and vendors, to consider the use of such systems. Internet voting raises a wide range of distinctive questions, especially relating to secure networking and data encryption, and crystallizes some fundamental questions about the basic character of elections, such as the meaning of a secret ballot.
Practical Sessions
## Practical session 1: Country and stakeholder presentations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>Regional and national levels (on the first day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Session’s objectives | • Regional workshop: for workshop participants to present the challenges and experiences from previous electoral processes  
• National workshop: workshop participants to present their conclusions about the security challenges of previous elections |
| Learning activities | Key activities of this practical session are:  
• To prepare participants for the workshop (presentations should be prepared in advance)  
• To allow participants from different institutions to present their problems and failures from previous electoral processes  
• To enable discussions during pre-workshop assessment  
• To inform trainers and presenters in advance of topics to cover in the theoretical and practical sessions |
| Support on theoretical modules | Presentations are to be developed before the workshop starts based on the participants’ experience |
| Suggested length | • Regional workshop: provide EMB and security forces with 20 minutes for each presentation.  
• National workshop: provide each stakeholder with 15 minutes for his or her presentation. |
### Practical session 2: Mapping simulation (ERMTool)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>National and regional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session’s objectives</td>
<td>To experience a digital mapping tool through a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning activities</td>
<td>Key activities include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Customization (relevant risk factors in a given country context)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Create analytical model (including selected factors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assign risk levels to respective administrative regions (within a sample country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Create colour-coded risk map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discuss and identify prevention and mitigation strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Create risk alert including details on risks and recommended actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>• Hardware (PCs): one per five participants (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ERMTool software licenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ERMTool software and guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested length</td>
<td>120–180 min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Practical session 3: Crowdsourcing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>Regional and national levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Session's objectives** | • To understand the phenomena and reach associated with social and mobile media, and their risks and implications on issues such as monitoring, security, transborder communication and specific electoral-related activities (e.g., voter education)  
• To obtain basic analysis, planning, and implementation skills to develop an appropriate and effective social media plan |
| **Learning activities** | Key activities of this practical session are:  
• To discuss the increasing overlap of internet functionality and mobile telephony  
• To discuss basic elements of a social media strategy (EMBs, CSOs, observers, etc.)  
• To split into two groups to allow expert moderators to develop strategy on specific topics  
• To present examples and discuss ways to engage the public, media, and civil society in constructive ways for information sharing and gathering via social and mobile media. Highlight concrete options (for EMB audiences) using case studies from an African context, where situation rooms have worked well. Present different digital platforms such as SMS, Ushahidi  
• To conduct exercises on innovative ways to ensure the veracity and integrity of communications via social and mobile media, including how to verify and curate information |
| **Suggested length** | 100 min. |
## Practical session 4: Introducing election security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>Regional and national levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session's objectives</td>
<td>To understand the broad definition of election security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning activities</td>
<td>Plenary discussion of the definition of election security and election security stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitator will lead a plenary brainstorming session that asks the following questions:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| | 1. *What does security mean to you?* (5 min.)  
| | Definition of security to be projected or written on whiteboard |
| | 2. *What does election security mean?* (5 min.)  
| | Definition of election security to be projected or written on whiteboard |
| | 3. *How can we ensure elections are conducted in a secure and safe environment?* (7 min.)  
| | Define election security stakeholders |
| | 4. *Who provides election security services?* (7 min.)  
<p>| | Define statutory security agencies/forces |
| Summary of the session | (5 min.) |
| | • Defining security |
| | • Defining election security |
| | • Differentiate between election security stakeholder and statutory security agencies |
| Relationship with modules and theoretical resources | Module 1: Electoral security within the electoral process |
| | Module 3: Security considerations in the different electoral phases |
| | Module 4: Role of security forces |
| | Module 5: Electoral security in peace processes and transitions |
| | Module 6: Stakeholder analysis |
| | Module 12: Identifying electoral security interventions |
| Suggested length | 30 min. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>National level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session’s objectives</td>
<td>To understand the role of security forces throughout the electoral cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Learning activities | Participants will be briefed about the context of the exercise and the electoral cycle (handouts will be distributed). Remind participants about the wider pool of election stakeholders (media, political parties, etc.)

Practical exercise
- Divide participants into five groups
- Each group will focus on one of the five most operational phases of the electoral cycle (1. Planning and Implementation; 2. Training and Education; 3. Voter Registration; 4. Electoral Campaign; 5. Voting Operations and Election Day)
- Starting point is the definition of election security as the ultimate objective of security operations
- Participants will prepare a presentation for 10 min
- Ask the participants in each group to:
  - Draft an outline of the key roles and responsibilities of security forces engaged in providing election security in each of the assigned phases
  - Brainstorm how security forces can cooperate with/engage civilian entities (media, political parties, local leadership, CSOs, EMBs) in order to achieve their assigned role |
| Suggested length | Total: 1 h 30 min. |
|                  | • 10 min. introducing the session and the exercise |
|                  | • 30 min. group work |
|                  | • 45 min. presentations (8–9 min per group) |
|                  | • 5 min. wrap-up |
## Practical session 6: Relationship between EMBs and security forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>Regional level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session’s objectives</td>
<td>To identify potential challenges of civil-military/security relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning activities</td>
<td>Divide the participants into 4–5 groups (participants from the same country will preferably be in the same group). Each group will prepare a 5-minute presentation about the challenges of the relationship with the security forces, covering the following themes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Role of the EMB in security planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conduct of the security forces deployed on election day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Information sharing between security forces and EMBs, the different security forces involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plenary discussion with Q&amp;A after each presentation—facilitator to capture key themes from the discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested length</td>
<td>Total: 1h 30 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 5 min. presenting the exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 30 min. group work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 50 min. presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 5 min. wrap-up by facilitator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Practical session 7: Joint Elections Operation Centre (JEOC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>National level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Session’s objectives** | • To understand the structure and function of a JEOC  
                           • To understand the relationship between civil and security stakeholders within the JEOC |
| **Learning activities** | Plenary discussion about the JEOC—brainstorming: what is the JEOC?  
                           Explaining the exercise: remind the participants that election security cannot be achieved without engaging the stakeholders in the process  
                           Divide the participants into 4–5 groups. Each group designs a JEOC, specifying its members, roles and responsibilities and each of the members in relation to the other stakeholders (security ministries, police, civil defence, media, CSO, logistics, etc.) during the electoral cycle |
| **Relationship with modules and theoretical resources** | Module 1: Electoral security within the electoral process  
                                                   Module 3: Security considerations in the different electoral phases  
                                                   Module 4: Role of security forces  
                                                   Module 5: Electoral security in peace processes and transitions  
                                                   Module 6: Stakeholders analysis  
                                                   Module 12: Identifying electoral security interventions |
| **Suggested length** | Total: 1h 15 min.  
                           • 15 min. presenting the exercise  
                           • 30 min. group work  
                           • 20 min. presentations  
                           • 10 min. wrap-up |
## Practical session 8: Conduct and election-related training of security forces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of workshop</th>
<th>Regional level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Session's objectives | • To understand the human rights principles governing the performance of security forces  
• To understand best practices in training security personnel deployed in electoral events |
| Learning activities | **Presentation:** Election security, human rights law and domestic legal framework. Establish the link between human rights, legal framework and the performance of security forces. Key challenge: are security forces aware of this link?  
**Activity:** Divide participants into groups (if there are enough participants from each country, country groups are preferred). Ask each group to prepare a 5-minute presentation with three flip-chart papers covering:  
• Challenges related to the performance of security forces on election day  
• Current election-related training and capacity building provided to security personnel  
• Changes needed to enhance the conduct/performance of security personnel involved in election security  
Facilitator to wrap up identifying key lessons:  
• Challenges of performance  
• Modalities of training |
| Suggested length | Total: 1h 15 min.  
• 10 min. presentation on election security and human rights  
• 5 min. introducing the exercise  
• 30 min. group work  
• 20 min. presentations  
• 10 min. wrap-up by facilitator |
## Practical session 9: Summary of the learning objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Type of workshop</strong></th>
<th>Regional and national levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session’s objectives</strong></td>
<td>To summarize the workshop’s learning objectives and exercises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Learning activities** | • Plenary: ask participants to volunteer to summarize the day’s key learning activities  
• Facilitator to deliver a pre-designed presentation with the key learning/take away lessons of the day |
| **Relationship with modules and theoretical resources** | Module 1: Electoral security within the electoral process  
Module 3: Security considerations in the different electoral phases  
Module 4: Role of security forces  
Module 5: Electoral security in peace processes and transitions  
Module 6: Stakeholder analysis  
Module 12: Identifying electoral security interventions |
| **Suggested length** | 30 min. |
What is International IDEA?

The International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA) is an intergovernmental organization with a mission to support sustainable democracy worldwide.

The objectives of the Institute are to support stronger democratic institutions and processes, and more sustainable, effective and legitimate democracy.

What does International IDEA do?

The Institute’s work is organized at global, regional and country level, focusing on the citizen as the driver of change.

International IDEA produces comparative knowledge in its key areas of expertise: electoral processes, constitution building, political participation and representation, and democracy and development, as well as on democracy as it relates to gender, diversity, and conflict and security.

IDEA brings this knowledge to national and local actors who are working for democratic reform, and facilitates dialogue in support of democratic change.

In its work, IDEA aims for:

- Increased capacity, legitimacy and credibility of democracy
- More inclusive participation and accountable representation
- More effective and legitimate democracy cooperation

Where does International IDEA work?

International IDEA works worldwide. Based in Stockholm, Sweden, the Institute has offices in the Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, and West Asia and North Africa regions.
The Electoral Integrity Project

The Electoral Integrity Project (EIP) is a non-profit scholarly research project directed by Professor Pippa Norris, with a research team based at the Department of Government and International Relations at the University of Sydney and the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

The project studies three main questions:

- When do elections meet international standards of electoral integrity?
- What happens when elections fail to do so?
- And what can be done to mitigate these problems?

The research design uses multiple methods, both quantitative and qualitative, and multilevel analysis. Since 2014, EIP has yearly produced the Year in Elections Report which provides an overall assessment of the elections held in the world each year. The reports are based on the project’s expert survey of Perceptions of Electoral Integrity, which provides a comprehensive, impartial, and independent source of information derived from experts evaluations about whether national elections meet internationally-recognized principles and standards. The project is an independent academic body and the evaluations presented in the report are the assessments of the project alone. The results have been featured, among others, in the New York Times and the Washington Post. The EIP has also focused on projects studying election violence, political finance, election monitoring and election management. EIP has presented its work in different academic and policy venues such as the American Political Science Association (APSA), the International Political Science Association (IPSA), the European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR), the Australian Political Studies Association (AUSPSA), on the former and the UN, International IDEA, the OSCE, the Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) and IFES, on the latter.

The project has been generously supported by many agencies, primarily Australian Research Council, as well as by the University of Sydney, International IDEA, and at Harvard University by the Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation, the Committee on Australian Studies, and the Weatherhead Center for International Affairs. The five year project was launched in Madrid in July 2012. EIP is governed by an Advisory Board of distinguished scholars and practitioners.

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

UNDP partners with people at all levels of society to help build nations that can withstand crisis, and drive and sustain the kind of growth that improves quality of life for everyone. On the ground in 177 countries and territories, it offers global perspectives and local insight to help empower lives and build resilient nations.